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Welcome
1

Acknowledgement of Country
Tullawon Health Service Inc. would like to acknowledge all Yalata Anangu who are the Traditional
Custodians of the Land. We would also like to pay respect to the Elders both past and present of the
Pitjantjatjara Nation and extend the same respect to other Indigenous Australians who may read this.

Mission

History

The Tullawon Health Service
Inc. mission is to provide the
highest standard of client care
using a holistic approach toward
diagnosis and management of
illness. We are committed to
promoting health, wellbeing and
disease prevention to all clients.
We do not discriminate in the
provision of excellent care and aim
to treat all clients with dignity and
respect.

The Anangu people of Yalata share significant health problems with
the majority of Aboriginal communities in Australia. In the past
Aboriginal people saw that mainstream health services were failing
to meet their needs. This was because of barriers of culture and
remoteness. To gain access to appropriate health services, Aboriginal
people have been establishing independently incorporated and
community controlled health services since the early 1970s. With
these organisations in place communities elect their own Boards of
Management to oversee the employment of staff and the planning,
managing and delivery of primary health care services.

Vision
The Tullawon health Service
Inc. vision is to provide and be
recognised for providing Yalata
Anangu with high quality,
appropriate, efficient and effect
primary health care and related
services.

Yalata Maralinga Health Service Inc. (YMHS) was established in 1982
following community initiative and lobbying. The health service was not
only concerned with looking after people living in Yalata but also the
older people who had returned to their traditional lands to the north.
Over the years some of the old people had returned and established the
permanent community at Oak Valley, north-west of Maralinga.
By the late 1990s Oak Valley was ready to establish its own health service
called Oak Valley (Maralinga) Health Service (OV(M)). Many meetings took
place at this time and it was agreed that OV(M) would be established
under the following principles:

Aim

▪▪ The Anangu people of Yalata and Oak Valley are one people

The Tullawon Health Service Inc.
aim is to provide quality health
services to Anangu in Yalata and
to keep family, community and
culture strong.

▪▪ Both YHMS and OV(M) should make sure that there are cooperative
and “seamless” arrangements, for Anangu, between the health
services
The YMHS constitution was amended and adopted at a Special General
Meeting on May 31st 2001 with the name of the organisation being
changed to Tullawon Health Service Inc. (THS). However the importance
of the two principles relating to services for the people of Yalata and Oak
Valley is maintained in the current THS Constitution.
Today, THS has grown substantially, with many programs focussing on
Primary Health Care, Aged Care, Disability Care, Women’s Health, Men’s
Health, Child Health, Dental Health and more. THS is continuously trying
to improve and use our not for profit funding in the most cost-effective
manner. We have a fantastic team of professionals that live in Yalata and
many visiting staff and specialists that provide services which ensure
Yalata people receive the best health access they require.

Organisation Structure
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It has been a good year for
Tullawon Health Service Inc.
Our Board has been a great team
to work with and I have really
enjoyed being the Chairperson.
We have been kept busy
representing Tullawon at various
meetings, attending our monthly
Board Meetings and undertaking
training. In July 2014 we spent
a week in Adelaide undergoing
Board Training and learning
what it means to be a Board
Member for Tullawon Health. We
all attended and learnt a lot from
this process.

The current Board Members are:
Roderick Day (Chairperson)
Russell Bryant (Vice Chairperson)
Hilary Williams
Mima Smart
Ivan Bryant
Leanne Cox
Dorris Bryant
Roy Day
Debra May

Hedley Martin sadly had to step
down from the Board in February
2015, as his health required him to
move to Ceduna full time. We wish
to thank him for his participation
and support. Debra May was
seconded to replace him until the
next Annual General Meeting.
As part of the Chairperson’s role,
I also sit on the Aboriginal Health
Council of South Australia’s
(ACHSA) Board. I have been
travelling back and forth to
Adelaide to represent Tullawon
Health at their meetings and am
looking forward to attending their
AGM in December. ACHSA also
visited Ceduna this year to present
the proposed changes to their
Constitution to our Board. ACHSA
Staff also visit Yalata to hold
special health promotion days,
such as Puyu Blasters last year.
It was fantastic to see that mob
come to Community to present
their posters and the kids really
enjoyed the My Kitchen Rules
Cook Up.
This year I was involved in
organising a Men’s Camps to Uru,
north of Cook. This was a good
camp, where all the Yalata blokes
came along. There would have
been around 50 people there.
Sandro brought along some
New Zealand Land Management
workers too.

Photo (L-R): Roy Day, Melvina Smart, Dorris Bryant, Russell Bryant (Vice Chairperson),
Fabian Peel (APM), Ivan Bryant, Leanne Cox, Roderick Day (Chairperson)

In late 2014 I also attended
a Fathers and Sons Camp in
Kingoonya. Around 40 Yalata
blokes came along and it was very
hot at the time. Warren Miller and
Jimmy Perry came to talk to the
guys about Drugs and Alcohol.
We also got to take young blokes
hunting for Malu and it was great
to sit around the fire yarning.
In September 2015, a group of 10
of us will travel to Adelaide for
the Men’s Ochre Day. This will be
a great opportunity for the Board
Members, some staff and some
clients to go on a trip together. It
will also be good to see and meet
men from different places. Later
that month Tullawon is holding
a two day Planning Day for all
the Board and Staff. I am looking
forward to getting together with
all the staff and spend a couple
of days working away from the
Community.
I would like to thank Joanne
Badke for all her hard work as
our CEO and all the staff for their
dedication and contributions this
year. Palya, I hope everyone has a
wonderful and safe Christmas and
a Happy New Year. See all back
next time.

Roderick Day
Chairperson

Chief Executive Officer’s Report
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Introduction
This annual reporting period
1st July 2014 to 30 June
2015 has seen many
changes, enhancements and
developments for Tullawon
Health Service as a whole.
I have now been in the position
of CEO at Tullawon Health
for approximately 18 months.
During this time a new internal
structure has been implemented.
We have also seen some longer
term staff end their employment
with Tullawon Health Service
and we wish them well with
future endeavours.

Tullawon Health Service is
required to meet industry
standards for all of our service
areas and must participate in
reviews undertaken by our
funding bodies and independent
accreditations; this requires all
staff and Directors to comply with
Tullawon Health Service Policy
and Procedures, systems and
contractual agreements.
In February 2015 we undertook
our AGPAL (Medical) accreditation,
a lot of work from staff and
managers ensured we successfully
achieved our accreditation.
Undertaking this process allowed
us to identify areas that we would
like to improve.
Twelve months ago we identified
7 goals we wished to achieve
in addition to our contractual
obligations. These goals were
highlighted in the last annual
report and I will discuss our
progress against these within this
report. Given we have achieved
the majority of these goals we

have identified an additional 4
goals to work towards in the next
12 months as follows;
1. To increase opportunity for
combined staff and directors
training or planning to
enhance relationships between
the staff and directors
2. To develop a Tullawon Health
Service new 5 year Strategic
plan through Board, Staff and
Community consultation
3. To review the Tullawon Health
Service current Constitution
(Model Rules) and present to
the members at the next AGM
in 2016
4. To work with other Yalata
service providers to address the
transportation issues through
the development of a daily
transportation service to and
from Ceduna
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Photo: Tullawon Staff at Planning Day

Achievements
Individual areas will report on their achievements in line with our
contractual obligations, however overall Tullawon Health Service has
adequately met the majority of contractual requirements and targets.
We do have a number of areas that require improvements; in particular
we need to improve on staff attendance at work, as absenteeism has
impacted on the service delivery to clients, and creates additional work for
other staff members.
Last year as discussed we set ourselves 7 goals to strive to achieve in the
following 12 months, these goals were in addition to the contractual
obligations from our funding bodies. Our progress towards achieving
these goals is as follows;

Goal 1 - To increase opportunity for professional
development for all staff and directors through Individual
professional development plans
Professional development opportunities have been provided for all
eligible staff. The professional development activities provided by
Tullawon Health range from formal education for individual position
qualifications to internal training sessions.
Graph 1 – Percentage of employee’s and Board members who participated in
professional development activities by area during July 2014 to June 2015.

Goal 2 -To develop the
culture of continuous
quality improvement and
achieve whole of agency
accreditation
In April 2015 Tullawon Health
submitted a tender for funding
through the Indigenous Rural
Health Department for a
Continuous Quality Improvement
(CQI) Coordinator position; we
were advised late June 2015
that we were successful in our
applications.
▪▪ The Tullawon Health CQI
program has the following
key objectives;
▪▪ Employ a CQI coordinator for
12 months
▪▪ Develop a 3 year CQI action
plan
▪▪ Data Cleansing
▪▪ Workplace cultural change to
adopt a CQI framework
We hope to have the CQI
Coordinator commenced by the
end of August 2015 and the 3 year
CQI action plan will be developed
by the 31st December 2015.
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Photo (L-R): Rianna Mundy,
Jaleen Miller, Joanne Badke (CEO),
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Goal 3 - The development
and implementation
of a comprehensive
performance management
and appraisal system for
staff and directors
The development and
implementation of a robust
performance management system
requires a considerable amount
of research and development of
current Tullawon Health Service
human resource systems and
procedures. The HR Manager has
been required to develop new
and update Position Descriptions,
classify positions under an
appropriate Modern Award,
develop new contracts, and review
supervision mechanisms to ensure
the basic systems and processes
are in place to successfully
implement a performance
management system.
It is intended to present to the
staff and board at the planning
days scheduled for September
2015; everyone will have an
opportunity to have input into
the preferred performance
management system. Full
implementation of the
performance management system
will commence in 2016.

Goal 4 - To address the culture of ‘Lateral Violence’ in the
workplace through a restorative justice grievance system
Currently Tullawon Health addresses potential cases of ‘Lateral Violence’
within the usual grievance processes; however we will develop further to
this goal in the coming 12 months. The nature and origin of the behaviour
of Lateral Violence is far more complicated than a general grievance
system can accommodate.
Lateral Violence is classified as a form of Bullying and Harassment under
workplace law, although ‘Lateral Violence’ is not often spoken about and
there is very little understanding from broader Australians what Lateral
Violence is, so it is often overlooked in the workplace.
Lateral violence is recognised as an issue for Indigenous organisations
and communities internationally, and has been defined as “the name
given to the harmful and undermining practices that members of
oppressed groups can engage in against each other as a result of
marginalisation”. It is also recognised as a serious concern for the nursing
workforce worldwide.

Goal 5 - To increase the opportunity for local Anangu
people/Aboriginal people to gain employment with
Tullawon Health Service; we will work towards maintaining
a target ratio of 60% Anangu/Aboriginal staff and 40% Non
Anangu/Non Aboriginal staff
Tullawon Health has exceeded this goal as depicted in the graph below:

Tullawon Health currently has 65% Aboriginal staff, a vast improvement
from previous years.
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Goal 6 - To increase representation of Tullawon Health
Service on a Local, Regional, and State level through
participation at relevant forums, committee’s and
stakeholder events
Tullawon Health over the past 12 months has increased representation
locally, state-wide and nationally. We will continue to explore relevant
opportunities to have Tullawon Health Service representation that works
towards better health outcomes for the community.
Below I have provided achievements with key stakeholder relationships;
Local Yalata Services – Tullawon Health facilitates monthly catch up
meetings for the YCI CEO, the Yalata School Principal, SAPOL and I as CEO
of Tullawon. These meeting have been very successful in developing
better working relationships and communications.
Aboriginal Health Council South Australia (AHCSA) - Attendance
and representation has increased at AHCSA, with the Tullawon Health
Chairperson present at 90% of AHCSA Board Meetings. Tullawon Health
staff has participated at numerous events held by AHCSA, and we have
increased our working relationship with staffing at AHCSA.
National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation
(NACCHO) - The Tullawon Health Service Board representatives attended
the NACCHO AGM held in Brisbane and will also have representation at
the upcoming NACCHO AGM scheduled for November 2015. As the CEO,
I participate in bi-monthly telephone linkup with the NACCHO CEO and
CEO’s from other ACCHO services across Australia.
Funding Bodies - Tullawon Health has maintained relationships with
all our funding bodies. This reporting period has seen an increase in
improved communications from ACFS, DCSI and IRHD. DPMC as a new
funding body has engaged Tullawon Health very effectively, regular face
to face meetings and visits to Yalata.
Other Agencies – Regular communications and working together has
been further developed with both Spinifex and Oak Valley Clinic. Ceduna
District Health Services have been working with Tullawon Health to
improve health pathways for Yalata community members and although
this partnership is in its infancy stages, this renewed relationship will
provide mutual respect for the services provided by both agencies and
long term working relationships.
Ceduna Koonibba Aboriginal Health Service Aboriginal Corporation
(CKAHSAC) and Tullawon Health Service have initiated conversation to
develop a MoU to outline an agreed working relationship and boundaries
of care. CKAHSAC currently services some Yalata Community members
when they are in Ceduna, however ongoing health management remains
Tullawon Health’s responsibility unless the community member resides
long term in Ceduna.
There are a large number of relationships that have been developed
between Tullawon Health and other Agencies and Individuals in the past
12 months; NDIS, NDIA, Country Health SA, SAMHRI, Families SA, Shine,
ICC, Far West Coast, Housing SA, and Disabilities SA to name a few.
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Goal 7 - To develop a model
of care that encompasses
self determination and
enables MBS claiming to
provide valuable resources
that can be utilised
towards community health
initiatives and activities.
In progressing towards this goal
we have faced many barriers,
from funding constraints
to lack of understanding of
expectations posed on the
ACCHO sector. In addition
we have misinterpretation of
legislation and non acceptance
of exemptions made purposely
for the ACCHO sector to be
able to claim MBS items from
specific funded programs already
providing services through
Tullawon Health.
In the past Tullawon Health
service has not been setup with
systems and understanding of
the MBS system so there is a lot of
work to be done. It is important
that we have the foundations
to be able to manage the MBS
system effectively. Discussions are
currently occurring with AHCSA,
KWHA, and other ACCHO’s to look
at support for the development of
the new systems and access to a
visiting GP.
It is important that we revisit
models developed in the past
such as the KWHA, and consider
options that meet the current
needs of the 3 communities, how
the resources are allocated and
the best use of these resources.
Once successfully implemented it
is envisaged that the MBS income
will contribute to the costs of a
visiting GP on regular basis.

Photo: Staff Meeting

Governance
The Tullawon Health Service Board
was elected in November 2013, the
Board comprises of 9 members, 5
members have 3 year terms and 4
members have 2 year terms. This
year the annual general meeting
is an election year as 4 Board
members are required to stand
down.
The Board is responsible to
set the direction of Tullawon
Health Service this is achieved
through a Strategic Plan which is
developed in consultation with
the Board members, staff and
key stakeholders. The current
Strategic Plan expires at the end
of 2014 and a new 5 year Strategic
Plan needs to be developed.
The Board meets monthly and
have sustained a participation rate
of approximately 60% attendance
at meetings.
Hedley Martin had to resign early
2015 due to personal medical
concerns. Hedley was a very active
and supportive Board Member
and I would like to thank him for
the support he gave Tullawon
Health Service staff and other
Board Members. In particular
when I first commenced Hedley
was very supportive, assisting me
with the transition into the CEO
position.

Challenges
Staff and Visitor Housing
Staff Housing is an ongoing issue
not only for Tullawon Health
Service, but also an issue for Yalata
Community Inc (YCI) and the
Yalata School. Tullawon Health
Service is very limited on who we
can provide staff housing to by
numbers and criteria.
It is important to understand that
Tullawon Health Service does not
have the provision to provide
staff housing for local community
members employed by us.
Tullawon Health Service is
supported by funding bodies
to provide staff housing for
identified positions which
require specific expertise and
qualifications such as Remote
Area Nurses and require successful
applicants to relocate to Yalata.
Tullawon Health Service is not
funded to provide staff housing to
positions targeting local Anangu
people such as the Aboriginal
Health Worker positions.
All staff housing must be vacated
as soon as the person is no longer
employed by Tullawon Health
Service, this model cannot provide
sustainable housing to local
community members.

We acknowledge it is difficult
for local community members
who require housing, it is well
known that there is a shortage
of community housing available
and this can have an impact on
local Anangu people sustaining
employment at Tullawon Health
Service.
Tullawon Health is working with
YCI to ensure together we work
towards sustainable housing
for local people and relocated
staffing.
In addition we face the
challenge of providing visitor
accommodation. It is expected
through funding agreements
that we provide accommodation
to services such as the KWHA,
Dental Program and other
visiting specialists; this has had
an additional strain on the staff
housing.
We have been successful in
attracting funds to purchase 3
Donga style accommodation pods
for visiting services; we hope to
have these up and operating by
the end of November 2015.
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Transportation

Future developments

Closing Message

Transport is an ongoing issue
for community members who
are required to attend Medical
appointments, although
opportunities through Far West
Coast have been provided this has
limitations and requires a robust
application process.

Whilst we cannot be certain
that funding will be secure at
the completion of our current
contracts; we can assure members
that we will work hard to develop
and grow Tullawon Health Service
to provide services to the Yalata
community.

Transportation to Ceduna to
either catch the Bus or to attend
appointments is the major issue
faced. We do not have a vehicle
that community members can
take to attend appointments,
and we are also not funded to
send clinical staff to transport
community members.

The following priorities have been
identified for us to work towards
over the next twelve months;

The past 18 months has been
a challenge for me as CEO. All
staff and Board Members have
adapted to the new style of
management, implementation
of new systems, and the ongoing
quality improvements. I would
like to acknowledge this support
and to take this opportunity to
thank you all.

We can provide some transport
support to eligible Aged &
Disability clients through the Aged
& Disability services however this
would need to be in coordinated
groups as we cannot have a staff
member absent from delivery
services everyday of the week.

▪▪ Improvement of Information
Communications and
Technology (ICT) infrastructure

On occasions where Far West
Coast have not provided fuel
assistance we can provide a fuel
voucher to assist transportation
in your own vehicle if evidence of
your appointment is provided.

▪▪ Implementation of new
models of care to address the
gaps in health
▪▪ A new Aged Care & Disability
Day Centre facility

▪▪ Providing a playground in the
outside area of the Mum’s
& Bubs section which will
contribute to cognitive and
early childhood learning
developments
▪▪ Attract funding to support a
Drug & Alcohol counselling
support position based at
Tullawon Health Service
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I would also like to acknowledge
the ongoing support AHCSA and
our funding bodies have provided
Tullawon Health Service over the
past 12 months.
Although change can be hard, it
takes time and dedication from all,
it is important to focus on future
goals and achievements whilst
not losing sight of the ultimate
goal to provide quality services to
the Yalata Community residents
and to improve health outcomes
for Anangu People from a holistic
model of care.

Joanne Badke
Chief Executive Officer

Administration Report
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The 2014/15 financial year has
been a productive year for our
Administration Team. One of
our biggest achievements was
supporting the Clinic through
their Australian General Practice
Accreditation Limited (AGPAL)
accreditation. The process
allowed us to review all of
our policies and procedures
and ensure the organisation
is operating appropriately.
Everyone in Admin and the
Clinic assisted wherever they
could to guarantee Tullawon
Health Service Inc. (THS) was up
to standard. Dr Peter Lake, Dr
Jill Benson and Paul Ryan also
supported us greatly throughout
this process. We are pleased to
advise we are AGPAL accredited
for another three years.

In this difficult financial
climate and with the change of
government, THS has managed to
maintain funding for the majority
of our programs. We have
completed further applications
to expand our programs and
gain more opportunities for the
organisation. Internally we are
attempting to increase efficiencies
and do the most we can, with
what we have.
Multiple projects have been
undertaken and completed this
year, including the completion
of the ROSIE Project; whereby a
new satellite was installed next
to the Clinic. Whilst this program
has not completely resolved our
internet issues, it has assisted
with our connection. Daniel and
Kim visited Darwin this year to
attend the Broadband in the
Bush Conference to determine
alternative internet connectivity
strategies. They made contact with

Telstra representatives, who have
advised they may be able to assist
with a partnership to help us gain
an extension of the optic fibre
Network from the Eyre Highway
to the community.
In response to our community
and organisation housing
shortages, THS has purchased
several transportable dongas to
assist with visitors housing and to
free up buildings for staff. Luke
Badke, Danny Shorthouse, Warren
Paul, Bryce Humphrey and Kiralee
Finning have all contributed their
efforts in refurbishing current
houses to make them usable
again. This process is still ongoing,
but by the end of 2015 THS should
have significantly increased
accommodation options for
visiting specialists.

Photo (L-R): Sara Copeland, Dan Kyr,
Jamilah Lovibond, Luke Badke,
Daniel Finning

As mentioned last financial
year, THS has welcomed Daniel
Finning as the Human Resources
(HR) Manager. Daniel continues
to improve and streamline HR
processes. Warren Paul has
been undertaking multiple art
ventures alongside providing
maintenance services for THS.
Sara Copeland has completed
all of her placements for her
Nursing degree this year, whilst
still working for THS, which has
been quite a feat. Kim Lovibond
continues as Business Manager,
working with Jo (CEO) to prepare
funding submissions and keep on
top of funding requirements.

Next financial year we
will welcome several new
positions and new faces in
the Administration team.
Roxanne Harrison will be
working alongside Sara as
administration support with
Sara mentoring Roxanne to take
over the Administration position.
Dan Kyr will also be joining
the team as our new Quality
Improvement Coordinator. He
will be assisting with ensuring
that the organisation is striving to
continuously improve and ensure
the quality of our data.

Kim and Daniel at the
Broadband in the Bush Conference
Darwin, NT
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All administration staff continue
to support the day to day activities
of all of our programs through
preparation for trips, organising
training, assisting with reporting
requirements, overseeing all
financial activities and following
up on all Occupational Health
and Safety, HR and repairs
requests. We all look forward
to see the outcomes of the next
financial year.

Kim Lovibond
Business Manager

Clinic Manager’s Report
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Introduction

Profile

The Tullawon Clinic provides
Primary Health Care and after
hours emergency care for the
Yalata community. A team
comprised of Registered
Nurses, Health Workers and
Administrative staff work
closely together to enable
the implementation of these
services. We also are assisted
by the Royal Flying Doctor
Service and Kakarrara Wilurrara
Health Alliance.

To provide Community Health Services and after hours emergency care
for Yalata community.

Staffing
Clinic Manager - David Gordon
Remote Area Nurse - Mandy Smallacombe
Remote Area Nurse - Mary Van Den Berg
Community Health Nurse - Leah Laughton
Registered Nurse - Rianna Mundy
Senior Health Worker - Lauren Peel
Health Worker - Karen Smith
Health Worker - Adrianne Peel
Health Worker - Walter Champion
Social Emotional Well Being Worker - Benny Reynolds
Social Emotional Well Being Worker - Harriet Coleman
Medical Receptionist - Rosemary Bilney

Statistics

14

Total episodes of care provided by Tullawon Health Service
(Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Clients.

Total Episodes of Care
Financial Year
14/15
13/14
12/13
11/12

Male
3734
2836
3604
3294

Female
6281
4278
5245
4902

Total
10015
7117
8849
8196

THS’ current Antenatal list (as of 26th July 2015) consists of five women.
Three of these are still pregnant. Average age = 29.6 years old
Photo: Kiarni Coleman and baby Timmy

Yalata has had 25 births since start of 2011.

Birth Weights
Financial Year
14/15
13/14
12/13
11/12

Low
1
0
0
0

Normal
3
2
3
3

High
0
0
1
0

Child Immunisations (6 months to 71 months)
Financial Year

Number Immunised/total children

14/15

17/21

13/14

17/18

12/13

16/16

11/12

20/20

70% (n=13, no. has increased from 6 in 13/14) individual mothers attended
at least one routine antenatal care visit during 14/15 financial year
Total number of routine ANC visits by mothers during this period = 69
(up from 30 in 13/14)

Photo (L-R): Amanda Smallacombe,
Leah Laughton, David Gordon,
Mary Van Der Berg, Rianna Mundy
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Photo: Karen Smith, Leah Laughton, Rianna Mundy, Rosie Bilney

Partnerships

Midwife – Episodes of Care
Episodes of care provided by a Midwife
(Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Clients)
Financial Year

Male

Royal Flying Doctor Service
(RFDS)

Female

TOTAL

14/15

39

161

200

13/14

63

83

146

12/13

53

112

165

11/12

26

100

126

Paediatrician – Episodes of Care
Episodes of care provided by a Paediatrician
(Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Clients
Financial Year

Male

Female

TOTAL

14/15

21

14

35

13/14

11

7

18

12/13

4

9

13

11/12

0

0

0

Challenges
Tullawon Health has many issues that it continues to deal with that is
unfortunately commonplace in Aboriginal Health. Chronic diseases such
as Diabetes and Heart Disease, Child Health issues such as Ear health are a
sample of the many problems that are encountered.
With the help of the Royal Flying Doctor Service and Kakarrara Wilurrara
Health Alliance, Tullawon Health seeks to minimise the harm these issues
cause to the community.

The RFDS have a long association
with Yalata providing 24 hour
emergency consulting service
and when necessary aero medical
evacuations. RFDS also assists in
the primary health care of Yalata
with three clinic visits each month.
These clinics are very busy and
we are very appreciative of the
team that comes out to Yalata
to assist us. RFDS Doctors Betsy
Williams, Crystal Pidgeon, Dustin
Matte. RFDS Midwife Cheryl
Boles, who assists with ante natal,
postnatal care, child health and
immunisations, a very busy role
at Yalata. RFDS Mental Health
Nurse Nigel Hine who assists
with the mental health of Yalata
community.
I would also like to acknowledge
the flight nurses and pilots
who provide the aero medical
evacuations.
It is with great sadness I would like
to acknowledge the passing of Dr
Alister Miller who died earlier this
year. He had a long involvement
with Yalata community and his
calm professional nature was very
reassuring when conducting an
emergency phone consultation.
He will be missed.

Kakarrara Wilurrara
Health Alliance (KWHA)
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Photo: Brenda Boogar and baby

KWHA under the guidance of Medical Director Dr Jill Benson provides a
Medical Director for Tullawon Health Service and the provision of visiting
specialists and allied health services.
Dr Peter Lake had been our Medical Director for most of the year but has
resigned. Dr John Guy has agreed to become the new Medical Director of
Tullawon Health Service. We would like to thank Dr Lake for all the hard
work he did this year and wish him all the best for the future, and we
would like to welcome Dr Guy to the role. Dr Guy has previously worked
with Tullawon Health and has been working with Oak Valley Health
Service.
KWHA arranged visiting specialists Dr Anthony Veale (Respiratory
Physician) and Lloyd Einsiedel (Clinical microbiology and Infectious
diseases Physician) to visit Yalata, which enabled people from the
community to have access to specialist services and not have to worry
about the logistical issues in arranging transport and accommodation
required for such visits.
Physiotherapist Bonnie Cheyne will continue to visit Yalata as funding has
been approved for further visits. At this stage Bonnie will most likely visit
on a monthly basis.

Rural Health Outreach
Rural health outreach has assisted us with the following visiting
specialists:
Psychiatrist - Dr Ken Fielke
Paediatrician - Dr Nigel Stewart
Ophthalmologist - Dr Stewart Lake
Photo: Baby Timmy

It has been a busy year for the Clinic. We have had several significant
events that have kept us busy. This year we achieved with a lot of
teamwork, our Australian General Practice Accreditation Limited (AGPAL)
accreditation, a special thank you to our previous Clinic Manager,
Annie Campbell, who stayed with us until the accreditation process was
complete.
We also had the Football Carnival in which we were assisted by the medics
from Iluka Mine. This is always a very busy weekend for us and their help
significantly reduces our workload.
We also assist South Australian Ambulance Service. Their closest station
is in Ceduna which is 200 kilometres east. They have requested our
attendance for several motor vehicle accidents which have occurred on
the Eyre highway. Our response time has meant patients have received
emergency treatment two hours earlier than if they had to wait for
attendance from the Ceduna station.
Overall I have enjoyed my time working at Tullawon health. It is a
challenging environment but it is a rewarding environment. Great
teamwork and positive attitudes have helped us achieve our goals.

David Gordon
Clinic Manager

Senior Aboriginal Health Worker Report
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I have been the Senior
Aboriginal Health Worker at
Tullawon Health Service for
almost 10 years. As part of
my role I assist Dave Gordon
(the Clinic Manager) supervise
the team of Aboriginal Health
Workers. Together the Clinic
Team aims to create a supportive
and cohesive workplace. There
have been a number of great
things happening around the
community involving Tullawon
Health Service this year and
staff have been busy developing
their skills and knowledge to
better serve the community
and keep the Yalata people
strong. Some examples of our
accomplishments this year
include:

Women’s Health Nights:
Tullawon Health held a couple of
very successful Women’s Health
nights this year. There are current
plans for future health nights for
Women, Men and the Community
as a whole.
Ear Screening: Early this year
Ajay and I provided ear screening
services down at the school and
completed ear checks on a few of
the kids. We identified that several
of the children needed their ears
to be operated on. We were also
invited to go in theatre to observe
which Trish MacFarlane while she
was doing the procedures.

Photo: Lauren Peel assisting with Ear Health checks

Health Worker Training: In
September one of our female
health workers successfully
completed the Remote Emergency
Care Course alongside three
of our Registered Nurses. We
would all like to say well done
and congratulate Ajay Peel
(AHW), Rianna Mundy (trainee
RAN), Leah Laughton (RAN) and
Mandy Smallacombe (RAN) for
completing this difficult course.
We would also like to congratulate
Walter Champion, our male
Health Worker who completed his
Cert III in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Primary Health
Care, so well done to him too.
Walter will be returning to AHCSA
next year to complete his Cert IV
and we give him all our support.
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Photo: Staff gaining First Aid Training

Aboriginal Health Council
Trachoma Screening: Our team
of Health Workers also helps
when Desley Culpin visits Yalata to
provide education and support on
Trachoma. Through this program
3-4 kids were identified with eye
problems this year.

National Women’s Leadership
Conference: Ten women from
the Community (including myself)
were fortunate enough to be sent
by Tullawon to go to Sydney for
the National Women’s Leadership
Conference in late August. We all
really enjoyed listening to one of
the speakers in particular who told
us that she had started from little
and slowly made her way up and
now is a qualified midwife. Her
first delivery was her grandson
and she said “if I can do it from
scratch you all can do it”, which
we all felt was really inspiring.
The rest of our time is spent doing
our duties as health workers.
Some of these responsibilities
include:

▪▪ Working with the RFDS
Midwife e.g.: weighing babies,
immunizing and involvement
in antenatal appointments and
follow-ups,
▪▪ Basic Clinical work, picking
up patients, making
appointments, filling out forms
for PATS and Step Down Unit
▪▪ Working and getting involved
with Trachoma team and other
Allied Health
▪▪ Helping with health promotion
within the Community
▪▪ Advising client about their
medications, healthy living and
diets.
▪▪ Volunteering time and skills at
local sporting events
▪▪ Working together to promote
and create a healthier and
happier community

Lauren Peel
Senior Aboriginal
Health Worker

“

Safe Eyes, Healthy Lives
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Social Emotional Wellbeing Report
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This year has been a huge year,
shifting roles from the Strong
Fathers, Strong Families Program
Manager, to becoming the new
Male Social Emotional Wellbeing
Program Worker. It has taken
some time to change the
parameters of this program, in
line with Tullawon’s new focus.
The purpose of this program is
to now have a male and female
Aboriginal SEWB Worker. This
is to ensure the program is
culturally appropriate and to
encourage more participation.

In order to prepare myself for
this role I had to complete some
training. I spent five weeks
in Adelaide undertaking the
Social Emotional Wellbeing
Course at Nunkuwarrin Yunti. I
thoroughly enjoyed this training
and would recommend it to any
other Aboriginal person who is
interested in this field to do it too.
I would like to thank the educator
and the Nunkuwarrin Yunti team
on South Terrace, Adelaide for
their support throughout this
course.
Activities that I conduct in this
program have been working with
men who require counselling or
debriefing about family matters,
personal problems or are dealing
with any form of grief or need any
support and assistance. I also hold
sessions for men with STIs and
provide counselling and advice
about safe sex practices. I try to
work closely with other programs

and other stakeholders too. I have
received referrals from the Clinic
and the Hub, to assist Community
members with their health,
focusing on losing weight, eating
healthy, taking tablets and doing
exercise. These will all improve
their overall wellbeing. I have
regular discussions with older
men about alcoholism and drugs,
as well as younger males.
I have been working closely with
some of the Disability and Aged
Clients on a one-on-one basis
or in small groups. For example,
I took Desmond and Cameron
to Kalgoorlie and Esperance
for a field trip. This allowed me
to spend time with them both
and work with them away from
all other distractions. I also
assisted by taking Rosemary to
the Aboriginal Nursing Home
in Port Augusta with Hilary
Williams. I often do rounds of
the Community and check up on
regular clients to see if they need
a lift home or to Ceduna or to
the hospital.
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Photo : Harriett Coleman with clients at Desmond’s and Emily’s Birthday Party

Next financial year I will be
attending the Men’s Ochre Day
with some other Tullawon staff
and Board Members. With Gavin
and Walter’s assistance, we will be
taking a couple of the male clients
along as well.
To further promote this program
and its changes, I accompanied
Jamilah to Oak Valley where we
both shared information about
our programs. I still do some
clinical work with RFDS and am
still assisting with after hours and
on-call if necessary. If required I
assist doctors with Men and work
alongside Walter with Cultural
Men. I have also been doing some
work with Nigel (RFDS) and Ken
Feilke around mental health issues
of clients.

Over the past 12 months we have
had a lot of grief and loss in the
Community. We need to try to
eliminate our alcohol problems
and determine with Community
why this is still happening. It is
my intention next year to work
closer with DASA and provide
more health promotion on drug
and alcohol. I will also do more
investigating into other resources
or rehabilitations services in South
Australia. The SEWB Program
supports Sorry Business as much
as possible, by providing grief
counselling and assisting the
families. This year I have been to
Oak Valley and Tjuntjuntjara to
provide this type of support.

Harriett Coleman has recently
started in the female SEWB
position. She has done fantastic
work so far and I look forward
to working with her more in
the coming years. Together,
Harriett and I will organise more
information sessions and SEWB
activities. My future plans are to
focus more on mental health, now
that I have had my SEWB training.
I will also try to organise a camp
for Fathers and Sons to discuss key
issues in this area. I’ll also support
the Mothers and Babies Centre
more by encouraging fathers
to attend the Centre with their
children and families, so they can
learn to be strong and supportive
fathers. If there is anything
anyone in Community needs in
this area, please come see Harriett
or myself.

Benny Reynolds
SEWB Male Worker
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Child and Maternal Health Report
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It has been another busy
year for the Child & Maternal
Health Program. Jaleen, the
Program Manager has been
busy with activities, excursions
and trips and working hard on
supporting broader Community
needs as well. Fortunately this
year she has had the help of
Carlene Ginger. Carlene has
been working very hard and is
dedicated to the mothers and
babies that attend the centre.
The two have been a great team
ensuring services are available
for the mothers and their babies
and building their parenting
skills. They have also focussed
on encouraging a strong
nutritional cooking program to
promote healthy eating choices.
Together they assist mothers
attend pre-natal support
appointments and occasionally
help with transporting parents
to specialist appointments.

The team works with multiple
other agencies to ensure access
to a broad network of available
services. Save the Children, Shine
SA, Families SA and Centrecare
visit regularly and support the
families attending the Centre. It
has been wonderful to be able
to work with them and their
assistance has been invaluable.
Jaleen and Hilary Williams joined
Dr Emma Hanieh in Cairns for
the Australia and New Zealand
Association for Contextual
Behavioural Science Annual
Conference to give a presentation
on the Mums and Bubs Centre in
Yalata. The presentation was so
successful they were also invited
to go to New Zealand and present
again.

The Mums and Bubs Centre
facilitated the introduction of
the NDIS (National Disability
Insurance Scheme) to many of
the current regular clients. It was
a good way to start this process
in November last year and begin
the conversations about this
program. The centre provided a
safe environment where clients
and their families were already
comfortable and the Country
Health team was able to introduce
themselves. The Centre also
facilitated and supported the
Aboriginal Health Workers (AHWs)
to conduct hearing checks on
small children. The mums helped
cook a healthy lunch to encourage
participation. It was fantastic
to see a lot of Community
involvement.

Photo: Jaleen Miller and Hilary Williams presenting in Cairns
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Photo: Ella Harrison and baby Kalaya

Jaleen and the C&MH team
have supported many families
during Sorry Business this year
by cooking for a number of
wakes and organising eulogies.
This is just one of the many
ways all of our Tullawon team
extends their services and goes
above and beyond to support
the Community. Jaleen and
Carlene has also organised trips to
Sports Carnivals in neighbouring
Communities, day trips to town
and cultural trips to the bush to
collect ingredients for the making
of bush medicine.

We would like to say a huge
thank you to the Kimba Second
Hand Shop for their donation of
baby clothes and their continued
support. This has been really
helpful when program provisions
were low and we were unable to
purchase clothes for the babies.
We are looking forward to what
next year has to bring and some
upcoming trips in the next
financial year too. Ten women
will be attending the Indigenous
Women’s Leadership Conference
in the coming months, which will
be exciting. It has been wonderful
to have Tullawon’s support in
a trip like this and allow the
opportunity for workers, clients
and Community members a
chance to participate in a national
forum like this.
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We hope to learn new skills and
meet other like-minded women
from across Australia. Jaleen is
also attending the Secretariat of
National Aboriginal and Islander
Child Care (SNAICC) National
Conference in Perth. This will be
an opportunity to learn more
about the current research and
practices in child health and
general care.
Thank you to everyone that has
supported us this year, we look
forward to more many exciting
experiences and meeting more
mothers and babies in 15/16.

Jaleen (Eileen) Miller
Child & Maternal Health
Program Manager

Aged Care, Disability and Home
and Community Care Report

Aged Care Flexible Services,
Disability SA and Home and
Community Care (HACC) funds
the running of the Day Centre
and service delivery to all our
clients. This includes monitoring
and providing medication,
assisting with daily personal
care requirements, organising
activities and day trips like
shopping in Ceduna, camping
trips and tending to general
day to day needs. We also
run activities such as making
artefacts, collecting firewood or
bush medicine ingredients and
cooking bush tucker.
The Day Centre has catered for
more than 28 clients over the
past year. We frequently have
transient clients in Community
and we ensure services are
available to them for the duration
of their stay.

The Day Centre opens at 9:00am
and closes at 5:00pm Monday
to Friday. Clients are welcomed
each day with a hot breakfast
and a cup of tea or coffee. Lunch
is prepared after breakfast and
then hot meal packs are prepared
for dinner and delivered to the
client’s home with any evening
medications. Weekend meal
packs are also prepared for our
Disability clients residing in the
Disability Units. The Aboriginal
Health Workers visit these clients
each Saturday and Sunday and
any public holidays to ensure
they have had their medication.
The Clinic staff regularly assist us
and helps us monitor the client’s
health and wellbeing. We also do
a medication run in morning and
evening for clients that may not
attend the Day Centre. We hold
focus groups to gain feedback
on the meals and activities we
are providing to ensure everyone
is happy.

I have been the Aged Care
Manager at Tullawon Health for
almost two years. I am dedicated
to my role and hope to gain more
managerial skills in this position.
Our team strives to provide the
best possible care for our clients.
Cassandra Binell is our full time
female carer and Audra Bridley is
our part time female carer, they
have both been working with us
for the last year. Our part time
male carer is Benjamin Koko, who
has been with us for just over
two years. Audra and Benjamin
were both born and raised here
in Yalata Community, so they
have known many of our clients
their entire lives. Cassandra,
Audra and Benjamin are currently
undertaking their training in
Certificate 3 in Aged Care, which
has been fantastic and they will
complete their training in early
2016.
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Photo: Desmond and Emily enjoying their birthday party at the Aged Care Day Centre

Brett Champion has been our
cook for the majority the year.
He develops menus and ensures
that there is a regular supply of
fresh produce delivered to our
services. The clients particularly
enjoy it when Brett cooked
traditional meals like damper,
stews and malu weipu (Roo
Tails). This is one way we ensure
our Day Centre is integrating
part of traditional culture in our
services. Patricia Miller has been
the Disability Manager for several
years, but has recently taken 6
months leave. Gavin Peel has
been acting Disability Manager
and he is enjoying providing care
to the elders and assisting with
Disability services. Allan Baker has
also recently started with us to
assist with the maintenance of the
Disability Units.
Our primary objectives in the
Day Centre, is to provide a safe
place where Aged, Disability and
HACC Clients feel comfortable.
This is a place where elders can
come to rest, eat and partake in
activities such as making artefacts,
indigenous artwork, singing or
simply watching television. We
have two channels dedicated
to the arts, music, dancing and
Aboriginal culture, which the
elders love to watch. The female
carers also sit with the clients and
do beauty therapy activities.

In order to assist clients in
maintaining a healthy lifestyle and
good hygiene, we have shower
and toilet facilities in our Day
Centre. Clean clothing is provided
daily and our team washes
clothing and linen everyday in
our laundry room. Each client
has an individually tailored Client
Plan, which values and nurtures
each individual’s needs, beliefs,
cultural backgrounds and interests
and captures all the services we
provide them. We have improved
frequent communication with
the family of clients, which has
enabled staff to improve daily
duties and participation.
The Clients that live in our
Disability Units gain extra
assistance with domestic care
needs and weekend meals. Gavin
and Allan have been doing a
great job seeing to these Clients
and ensuring they are also
participating in the activities at
the Day Centre. With additional
staff, we are ultimately creating a
better and more functional way
of providing care to our clients. By
providing care for transients and
liaising with other communities
and families, we can bring other
clients to Community to see
family. For example, this year we
were fortunate enough to have
Richard Williams visit us from
Ceduna. Richard was accompanied
by his carer and joined us for
meals and enjoyed spending time
with other clients.
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Our plans for the future are to
develop a new industrial kitchen
for our Day Centre and an
outside area more comfortable
for clients to socialise and spend
time with each other in the nice
weather. Camping and day trips
are planned for the future to fulfil
the client’s traditional and cultural
needs. We hope to plan some
trips with other communities
and Aged Care organisations to
bring us closer together with
surrounding areas. We still aim to
increase community participation
by encouraging carers to attend
the Day Centre and bring us closer
together as a whole community.

James Baker
Aged Care, Disability and
Home and Community
Care Program Manager

National Disability
Insurance Scheme Report

The National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) is funding one of
the only Community based Local
Area Coordinator (LAC) positions
in Australia. This is a brand
new position and program for
Tullawon Health Service and
Yalata, as we are a trial site for
other Aboriginal Communities.
My position is to support local
families gain Disability Services
for their children aged between
0 and 14 years of age. It is a
unique position in comparison
to LACs in the urban areas
there is a lot to learn. Providing
regularly updated information,
engaging with Community and
ensuring we are providing this in
a holistic capacity are my main
priorities.

Photo (L-R): Billy, Dawson and Steven
showing off their plaster work

As the NDIS is a National Program,
here in South Australia we are
currently at the launch phase. The
program commenced in 2013 and
was initially providing scoping
services for children from 0 to 5
years of age. This target group has
since increased to 0 to 14 years
of age, and in 2016 there is hope
to move toward older age ranges
again. I have been providing the
government agencies feedback
about ensuring the information
made available to remote
communities is more culturally
sensitive and friendly.
It has been quite a journey
developing this program and
understanding the scope of my
role. The process has been a huge
learning curve, but it is clear that
there are numerous benefits of
this scheme. It is a great pleasure
to meet many families and
children. Helping them to explore
and understand things where
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there is more to see and learn. The
staff within Tullawon, especially
those in the Mothers and Babies
Centre and the staff from Yalata
School have been a great support.
I can see everything slowly coming
together now, little by little.
We have a team from Country
Health Port Augusta who NDIS
nominated as the service provider.
It is privilege to have them.
This team is comprised of a
Occupational Therapist (Wendy
Theile), a Physiotherapist (Claire
Moran) and Speech Therapist
(Bri Nguyen). At this time, they
visit Yalata two times per school
term. They provide services from
the Community House, Mothers
and Babies Centre, the school or
just around the Community. The
team have been very good at
developing relationships with our
Clients and work hard to ensure
their assistance is provided to
cater each individual client.
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Photo: Dawson and Daniel drawing
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Since we started in November
2014 we have focussed on building
local relationships with families
who have children that are eligible
participants. We have been
encouraging and learning from
families. Feedback has been very
important in making sure families
understand the capacity of this
program, so we can support them
achieve their goals. This is done
by liaising and coordinating with
the Service Providers and NDIA
(National Disability Insurance
Agency). I also engage with
other service providers nearby to
provide broader awareness of our
presence in Yalata and outside the
Community. Oak Valley is within
our service area as well and we
have begun engagement with
the health service there and the
Community too. I travelled with
Benny and Leah on two separate
trips to provide information
on NDIS, conduct some health
promotion and get to know the
families there.

Our goal is for families to feel
encouraged and supported by
our presence in the Community.
I believe we are slowly achieving
this, but we are always open
to feedback and still want to
learn from the Community. We
are hoping to have the funding
renewed for the program in
November this year and hope
the NDIS recognises the benefits
of having a LAC located within
Community.
My plans for the future are to
hold some workshops for the
Community to help everyone
understand how to apply for
assistance and gain assistance
that is specific to each individual’s
needs. I want our clients to know
they have choice in gaining
services and I want to help them
gain more service provider choices
as well. My number one goal is
to empower families, make them
feel safe, comfortable, included
and know they can do more
for themselves with the NDIS
program.

Jamilah Lovibond
NDIS Local Area
Coordinator
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Dental Programme Report
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We report from an unusual
year, as a major personal
health event interrupted my
capacity to continue the THS
Dental Programme for Yalata
and Oak Valley. Fortunately,
I was in Yalata at the time
of this event and had timely
fortuitous intervention from the
health team! A big thank you
to all involved and the support
given to me in the months of
recuperation from my major
operation.
Therefore, with an interruption
from September to December
we have been back to full service
delivery since February 2015 and
catching up for lost time.
We have still managed to achieve
36 Clinical Days of Dental Service
provision over the year, over
nine community visits to Yalata
and Oak Valley with plans for 10
community visits next year.

Photo (Top): Roxanne Gallegos giving a
dental presentation at the school. (Right):
Dr Colin Endean with a couple of patients

Yalata

Days Oak Valley

August 11th - 15th 2014

Days

5

July 31st - 1st August 2014

2

1

February 2nd - 7th 2015

4

2

May 27th - 30th 2015

2

January 8th - 9th 2013 1

2

Total Oak Valley

8

February 16th - 28th 2015

10

April 20th - 1st May

8

Total Days Yalata

28

Total Days Yalata & Oak Valley

36

September 11th 2014 1
December 11th - 12th 2014

1

1

KWHA Charter Flights monthly

1. Dental Team Visits Achieved July 2014 - June 2015
It’s now been 18 months since the
commencement of the Medicare
Child Dental Benefits Scheme (CDBS),
which partially funds the Dental
Programme to provide School and
Preschool dental services.
The SA Dental Service provides
most of the funding for the Dental
Team visits each year.
This year also celebrates 10 years
since the THS Dental Programme
commenced with the initial visit
in a Mobile Dental Truck in
November 2014.

2 Dental Activity (Dental Services and Procedures) Achieved July 2012-June 2013
28

Notes on Dental Services & Procedures1, Diagnostic Services2, Preventive Services3, Restorative Services4,
Oral Surgery Services5.

Dental Team Visits Achieved July 2014 – June 2015
Dental Services

Yalata

Oak Valley

Total

2010
- 2011

2011
- 2012

2012
- 2013

2014
- 2015

2010
- 2011

2011
- 2012

2012
- 2013

2014
- 2015

Total Attendance

664

120

160

150

152

31

32

19

57

Dental Exam

535

110

128

112

126

12

30

17

52

OHI

455

83

117

94

97

23

26

15

45

Scale & Clean

129

15

20

33

50

1

5

5

16

Fluoride Varnish

748

102

221

184

149

40

44

8

144

AgF Fluoride

69

10

10

44

0

5

0

Fissure Sealant

431

99

59

95

107

51

13

7

22

Tooth Fillings

329

67

53

97

72

13

16

11

28

Tooth Extraction

220

49

42

43

64

12

4

6

16

Dental Xrays

433

19

83

132

199

0

0

0

0

Financial Year
July - June

1

The general descriptions of dental clinical items in this table represent a summary & collation of the treatment item numbers as defined
by the ADA Australian Schedule of Dental Services as follows:
“Dental Exam” includes the item numbers 011-013 for oral examination
“OHI” or Oral Hygiene Instruction is item number 141
“Scale & Clean” includes the item numbers 114 & 115
“Fluoride Varnish” represents the item number 123 for the application of Duraphat concentrated NaF varnish
“AgF Fluoride” represents the item number 123 for the application of concentrated AgF & SnF2 per tooth
“Fissure Sealant” represents the item number 161
“Tooth Fillings” includes the Restorative item numbers 511-535 for direct dental restorations
“Tooth Extraction” includes the Oral Surgery item numbers 311-324 for tooth & surgical extractions

2

“Dental Xrays” represents the item number 022
Diagnostic Services including oral & radiological examination & interpretation

3

Preventive Services including OHI, concentrated fluoride application, scale & clean & fissure sealants

4

Restorative Services or “Fillings” including direct restorations & adhesive restorations

5

Oral Surgery Services for the extraction of unrestorable or periodontally involved teeth

The range of dental activity and procedures achieved indicates successful focus on providing preventive services,
restorative services and the acute emergency dental services predominantly requiring tooth extraction.

3 Oral Health for Anangu in Yalata & Oak Valley
We have progressed significantly in these past five years in developing dental clinical facilities in Yalata,
Tjuntjuntjara as regional “Hubs” and outreach to Oak Valley as “Spoke”. Facilities and the doubling of dental
clinical time over these recent years helps towards “Closing the Gap” of unmet dental needs.
Ongoing Oral Health Improvement for Anangu still rest with prevention, early intervention and improved
nutrition. Added sugar in food &and beverages still remains a problem for oral health!
There is great enthusiasm to continue to develop and enhance the THS and KWHA Dental Programme and
ensure continuity, improvements and “Closing the Gap” in oral health for the Anangu (aboriginal people)
of the region.

Dr Colin Endean, BDS

Roxanne Gallegos,
Dental Assistant
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Kakarrara Wilurrara Health
Alliance Report

Basso Newman
Report

Ngapartji Ngapartji.
Without a vision our people will perish.
The Kakarrara Wilurrara Health Alliance are all one mob connected by
family and country.
The KWHA communities and health professionals are working
together to build community resilience and ensure better health
services for our people.
This means community control of strong local health services
delivering continuity of care across our own country.

Basso Newman Chartered
Accountants have been working
with Tullawon Health Service since
2004. The Administration Team
works very closely with Hayley
Raven, Pauline Wheatley, Phillip
Grudnoff and Trevor Basso. This
team looks after all of the THS’
finances and accounting; from
paying invoices to bookkeeping
and preparing the necessary
documentation for our annual
audit. The Finance Committee
meets with the Basso Newman
Team each month for finance
meetings to keep on top of how
THS is travelling against our
budgets throughout the year.

I have learnt a great deal over the last five years and feel very privileged
to be the Medical Director of the Kakarrara Wilurrara Health Alliance
(KWHA) and to work with some amazing people in Yalata, Oak Valley and
Tjuntjuntjara.
We have been flying to the three communities each month for five years
now and the health professionals we bring augment the excellent care
delivered by the staff on the ground. It has been wonderful to see the
changes taking place because of the eye team, ear team, physiotherapist,
dental team, women’s health, dialysis bus, diabetes nurse, hepatitis
specialist, NDIS etc. The health and wellbeing of the community has
gradually been improving over the years with the additional attention
from these skilled and dedicated people.
My job involves leadership and co-ordination of the KWHA team,
sourcing new team members according to community needs and helping
with other resources as necessary, including facilitating workforce
development opportunities. There is a constant need to liaise with key
government and NGO stakeholders so as to broker and nurture strategic
partnerships.
I would like to particularly thank Dr Peter Lake and Dr John Guy who
have developed a fantastic relationship with the staff and community
members and have co-ordinated ongoing chronic disease prevention and
management for many people in Yalata.
I would like to thank the Tullawon Health Service staff and the community
members of Yalata for the warm welcome they always give us. I would
also like to thank the KWHA health professionals for their hard work
and generous spirit. I look forward to another year working with the
excellent nurses, Aboriginal Health Workers, and admin staff at
Tullawon Health Service.
With my very best wishes,

Dr Jill Benson
Kakarrara Wilurrara
Health Alliance
Medical Director

Tullawon Health Service Inc. would
like to thank the Basso Newman
Team for all of their hard work,
dedication and support. Their
assistance ensures THS runs
efficiently and we are all grateful
for their help.

Neutex Report
Phil Craig from Neutex is
Tullawon’s offsite IT consultant. He
has been with us for 5 years now
providing 24/7 remote support
and site visits as required. Phil
has had substantial experience
in Aboriginal Health. He provides
remote support via Team Viewer
and phone and visits Yalata if
required. He has been working
closely with Luke Badke, our
onsite ICT Officer to help Tullawon
improve its IT Systems. The
services he provides include
supplying and maintaining our
server, network administration,
and prompt 24 hour offsite
support. We are very grateful
for Phil’s consistent support and
are very thankful for all of his
contributions.
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TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE INC
STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
Note

31

2014

$

$

4,007,516

4,358,401

69,270

59,848

Administration expenses

(904,725)

(929,680)

Activity and program expenses

(739,160) (1,144,733)

Grants revenue
Other revenue

Employee benefits expense
Depreciation and amortisation expenses

(2,149,757) (2,108,665)
(119,351)

(105,604)

163,793

129,567

-

-

163,793

129,567

Other comprehensive income for the year

-

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

151

23,704

Total comprehensive income attributable to
members of the entity

151

23,704

Current year surplus (deficit) before income tax
Income tax expense
Current year surplus (deficit) for the year
Other comprehensive income
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The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
32

2015

2014

$

$

REVENUE
Operational Grants
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4,007,516

4,358,401

Oak Valley Administration Contribution

15,000

-

Interest Received

17,705

22,589

Medicare - General

18,191

7,123

-

8,343

827

-

17,547

21,793

4,076,786

4,418,249

140,000

134,485

24,437

22,556

1,339

2,779

-

3,896

91,666

129,316

Alliance Expenses – RDWA

272,839

218,240

Alliance Expenses – RHW/Annual meeting

126,819

106,158

Audit Fees

8,000

8,818

Australian GP Accreditation

3,088

-

Bank Charges

1,490

1,436

16,424

9,476

925

430

Clinic Expenses

43,771

45,072

Communicare Support Costs

10,551

9,750

Dental Expenses – SADS

101,768

100,688

Depreciation

104,651

107,125

500

91

46,343

10,229

eHealth Expenses

800

-

Essential Services

38,683

44,479

Food

37,582

38,708

3,730

2,289

738

512

(2,940)

-

-

4,285

11,982

-

4,050

2,775

Medicare - Dental
C&MH Acquittal Adjustment
Sundry Income
EXPENDITURE
Accounting & Financial Management Fees
Aged Care Expenses
Aged Care Disability Units Expenses
Alliance Expenses – Dental
Alliance Expenses – Medical Director

C&MH Program Supplies

FINANCIALS

Cleaning & Rubbish Removal

Donations
Education & Training

Freight
Health Promotions
Healthy Mothers Expenses
Healing Foundation Expenses
HACC expenses
Home Office Expenses
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13,722

Insurance

83,262

80,273

IT Equipment

3,347

13,084

IT Support Costs

4,190

10,786

14,700

(1,521)

70

290

-

4,539

Motor Vehicle Expenses

78,891

62,764

Motor Vehicle Leases

30,448

60,782

931

78,588

19,236

35,515

Payroll – ADP fees

7,160

6,487

Payroll – Maxxia Fees

1,284

4,640

711

828

33,501

1,037

(25,185)

8,664

Repairs & Maintenance

80,190

48,243

Recovery of Surplus Funding

32,316

383,324

ROSIE-EH Project Expenses

8,227

8,250

1,968,706

1,943,775

(3,802)

12,828

-

9,561

6,159

-

10,200

14,401

1,350

-

10,161

10,841

Subscriptions & Library Costs

1,853

5,296

Sundry Expenses

3,643

9,558

170,378

155,189

45,593

49,232

118,726

137,218

8,475

3,737

86,162

112,358

205

800

3,921,993

4,288,682

163,793

129,567

-

-

163,793

129,567

Loss on Disposal of Non-current assets
Meeting Costs
Minor Sporting Equipment

NDIS Expenses
Office Supplies

Postage
Provision for Annual leave
Provision for Long Service Leave

Salaries, Wages & Allowances
SEWB Operational
SFSF Operational
Shine SA Expenses
Sitting Fees
Staff Housing
Staff Recruitment

Superannuation Contributions
Telephone/Fax/Internet
Travel & Accommodation
Uniforms
Workcover
WWSP Expenses
Current year surplus (deficit) before income tax
Income tax expense
Current year surplus (deficit) after income tax
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22,669
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2015
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Note

2015

2014

$

$

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
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Cash and cash equivalents

4

767,584

775,205

Accounts receivable and other debtors

5

63,087

97,162

49,150

65,087

67,356

44,297

947,177

981,751

4,424,919

4,132,228

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

4,424,919

4,132,228

TOTAL ASSETS

5,372,096

5,113,979

Prepayments
Other current assets

6

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment

7

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES

FINANCIALS

Accounts payable and other payables

8

863,113

777,105

Provisions

9

148,953

155,388

1,012,066

932,493

28,538

13,787

28,538

13,787

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,040,604

946,280

NET ASSETS

4,331,492

4,167,699

90,812

241,181

Retained surplus

4,240,680

3,926,518

TOTAL EQUITY

4,331,492

4,167,699

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Provisions

9

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

EQUITY
Reserves

10

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE INC
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
Asset
Retained Replacement
Surplus
Reserve
$

Total
$

3,775,908

262,224

4,038,132

Net surplus for the year

129,567

-

129,567

Total comprehensive income attributable to
members of the entity for the year

129,567

-

129,567

Transfer to (from) Reserve

21,043

(21,043)

-

Balance at 30 June 2014

3,926,518

241,181

4,167,699

Balance at 1 July 2014

3,926,518

241,181

4,167,699

Net surplus for the year

163,793

-

163,793

Total comprehensive income attributable to
members of the entity for the year

163,793

-

163,793

Transfer to (from) Reserve

150,369

(150,369)

-

Balance at 30 June 2015

4,240,680

90,812

4,331,492

Comprehensive income

Comprehensive income

FINANCIALS

For a description of each reserve, refer to Note 10.
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Balance at 1 July 2013

$

35

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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36

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
Note

2015

2014

$

$

4,015,429

4,329,202

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash receipts from operations
TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE INCORPORATED • ANNUAL REPORT 2015

Payments to suppliers and employees

(3628,713) (4,321,670)

Interest (unrestricted) received

17,705

22,589

404,421

30,121

77,727

49,682

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

(489,768)

(195,974)

Net cash used in investing activities

(412,041)

(146,292)

-

-

(7,621)

(116,171)

775,205

891,376

767,584

775,205

Net cash generated from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
Net increase in cash held
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of financial year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year

4

FINANCIALS
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE INC
STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
39
30-36:3 to 17:
In the opinion of the committee the financial report as set out on pages

Presents a true and fair view of the financial position of Tullawon Health Service Inc and
its performance for the year ended on that date in accordance with applicable Australian
Accounting Standards;

2.

At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that Tullawon
Health Service Inc will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

Signed in accordance with the Australian Charities and Not–for-profits Commission Act 2012
and the Associations Incorporation Act 1985 and with a resolution of the committee.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Committee Member

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Committee Member

Dated this

day of
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Funding Bodies
Tullawon Health Service Inc. would formally like to thank of all
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to do what we do without your help.
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Department of Social Services

Government of South Australia
SA Health

Government of South Australia
Department for Communities
and Social Inclusion

tingari-silverton
foundation
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ABN 97 478 220 756
PMB 45, Ceduna
South Australia 5690
Administration:
Tel: 8625 6255
Fax: 8625 6268
Clinic:
Tel: 8625 6237
Fax: 8625 6175
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